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BRAD SHEPIK / MARINA ALBERO / JAY THOMAS
GRETA MATASSA / ORIGIN ÜBER BAND / GARY
HOBBS TRIO / GEORGE COLLIGAN / GAIL PETTIS
CLIPPER ANDERSON TRIO / DELVON LAMARR
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BILL ANSCHELL QUARTET / BAD LUCK / GREG
WILLIAMSON / JOHN STOWELL / COLE SCHUSTER / RICHARD COLE / BRENT JENSEN / RICK
MANDYCK / TABLE & CHAIRS SHOWCASE

COMPLETE FESTIVAL GUIDE INSIDE...

Headliners of the

15TH Annual Ballard Jazz Festival
Saturday, May 20th

Rick Mandyck: The Return From Now
For 14 years, legendary Seattle saxophonist Rick Mandyck was nowhere to be
heard. One night at Tula’s, 14 years were erased in one lyrical, magical set.
Read the profile on page 12

JOHN STOWELL performing with SCENES

SEATTLE JAZZ NEWS
jazz and major art exhibits set for 2017.
The Art of Jazz Series is sponsored by KPLU Radio and
hosted by Jim Wilke, who also records most of the concerts
for broadcast on his Jazz Northwest program, Sunday afternoons, at 2pm on 88.5, KNKX.

ORIGIN / OA2 RECORDING NEWS
Origin Records and OA2 Records announces their spring
2017 lineup of new releases. Visit www.origin-records.com
for more information.

The 2017 Earshot Golden Ear Winners. Photo by Daniel Sheehan

EARSHOT GOLDEN EAR AWARDS
In March at the Royal Room, Earshot Jazz held its 27th annual awards show, celebrating the best of what Seattle jazz had
to offer over the last year. Opening and closing the night was the
200 Trio with Cole Schuster on guitar, Greg Feingold on bass,
and Max Holmberg on drums delivering a tight first set of jazz.
The master of ceremonies was Northwest jazz legend Jim Wilke.
Awards were presented to:
RECORDING: Birch Pereira & the Gin Joints, Dream Man
ACOUSTIC JAZZ ENSEMBLE: Anton Schwartz Quintet
ALTERNATIVE JAZZ GROUP: Happy Orchestra
JAZZ INSTRUMENTALIST: Dmitri Matheny
EMERGING ARTIST OR GROUP: Alex Dugdale
VOCALIST: Kate Voss
CONCERT: Dawn Clement & Mark Taylor’s LineUp! featuring Julian Priester, Ballard Jazz Festival, May 13
SEATTLE JAZZ HALL OF FAME: Bill Anschell, Jay Clayton
SPECIAL AWARDS:
Jim Knapp - In recognition that his forward-thinking work in
jazz education has helped to shape Seattle’s jazz legacy
Julian Priester - In recognition that Seattle’s jazz history is
embellished by his distinguished legacy

ART OF JAZZ AT THE SEATTLE ART MUSEUM

BILL ANSCHELL, “RUMBLER” (Origin 82728). The Seattle pianist’s latest quartet recording.
MICHAEL ZILBER, “ORIGINALS FOR THE ORIGINALS”
(Origin 82729). San Francisco
saxophonist with Dave Kikoski,
Clarence Penn & James Genus.
OSCAR HERNANDEZ & ALMA LIBRE, “THE ART OF
LATIN JAZZ” (Origin 82730) Leader of the Spanish Harlem Orchestra releases his latest solo recording.
MATT OTTO with ENSEMBLE IBERICA, “IBERICA” (Origin 82731) Kansas City based saxophonist
with the Spanish-focused, guitar trio, Ensemble Iberica.
SARAH PARTRIDGE, “Bright Lights and Promises. Redefining Janis Ian” (Origin 82732) New York vocalist does
jazz renderings of Ian songs and two new co-composed pieces.
TOM RIZZO, “DAY AND NIGHT” (Origin 82733)
Los Angeles-based guitarist with the combination of
small combo creativity and large ensemble momentum.
JOHN McLEAN / CLARK SOMMERS BAND,
“PARTS UNKNOWN”
(Origin 82734) The guitarist & bassist from Kurt Ellings touring group
team up with vibist Joe Locke for a set of originals.

May 11: Alex Dugdale’s FADE Quartet
June 8: Samantha Boshnack Quintet

BEN MARKLEY BIG BAND, “CLOCKWISE: MUSIC OF CEDAR WALTON”
(OA2 22139)
The music of Cedar Walton arranged for big
band. Eight weeks on the national Top 50 charts.

5:30 to 7:00, Seattle Art Museum
Downtown
July and August Art of Jazz take place
at the Olympic Sculpture Park.

TOM DEMPSEY & TIM FERGUSON
QUARTET, “WALTZ NEW” (OA2 22140)
New York guitar/bass team, with saxophonist Joel Frahm and drummer Eliot Zigmund.

Earshot continues its collaboration
with the Seattle Art Museum in programming and presenting
the Art of Jazz Series, now in it’s 21st year. Always well attended, the after-work concerts are free with museum admission—a great bargain given the two-for-one line up of fine

Coming this summer & fall....
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Colorado Jazz Repertory Orch., Mason Ravasi, Zem Audu,
Paul Tynan/Aaron Lington, Errol Rackipov Group, Scenes,
Dan Dean, and more....

SEATTLE SAXOPHONE INSTITUTE SUMMER
CAMP, JULY 31-AUGUST 3
The Summer Saxophone Camp offers four days of immersion in saxophone study for beginning through advanced
high school students. Whether students are interested in
jazz, classical, or modern improvisation, the SSI is designed
to give saxophonists of all levels of ability the chance to connect with like-minded students and faculty.
SSI coaches are four of the Seattle area’s most respected
performers and educators, including saxophonists
Steve Treseler, Neil Welch, Mark Taylor, and Evan
Smith. Students will work alongside their coaches
in a unique environment of collaboration and mentorship, and are guaranteed a private lesson during the week with one of the SSI’s experienced
faculty.
The schedule for SSI Summer Saxophone
Camp is: High School Camp (open to all incoming
10-12th grade students): July 31-August 3; Middle
School Camp (open to all incoming 7-9th grade
students): July 24-27.
For more information, visit SeattleSaxInstitute.com or
contact Neil Welch at seattlesaxinstitute@gmail.com.

BELLEVUE JAZZ & BLUES FESTIVAL,
MAY 31-JUNE 4
The 10th Annual Bellevue Jazz & Blues Festival returns
to Downtown Bellevue May 31-June 4, 2017. National artists, local musicians and high school all stars will perform in
free and ticketed venues throughout the weekend.
Featured acts include: Catherine Russell, The Corey Harris Band, and The Rhumba Kings.
Shows range from concerts at the Theatre at Meydenbauer — with its ideal acoustics and intimate setting — to
tableside sets in downtown bars and hotels.
Award-winning high school jazz programs will be featured in the festival’s Student Showcase. Groups will perform 45-minute sets highlighting the rich and diverse offerings presented by members of the local high school and
middle school jazz scene.
In addition, more than 40 shows in various locations will
feature top local and regional artists.

EARSHOT SPRING CONCERTS
Earshot’s Concert Series continues with performances
through June. Performances coming up include:
April 22 - LE MYSTÈRE DES VOIX BULGARES
May 2 - GERALD CLAYTON TRIO: “TRIBUTARY
TALES” WITH JOE SANDERS & KENDRICK SCOTT
May 4 - HELEN SUNG QUARTET WITH JOHN ELLIS, BORIS KOZLOV & TERREON GULLY

Parker Miles Blohm/KNKX

WASHINGTON’S NATIONAL PARK FUND’S mission is to raise private
support to deepen the public’s love for, understanding of, and experiences
in Mount Rainier, North Cascades and Olympic National Parks. Our vision
is that our parks remain strong and vibrant, youthful and everlasting.
wnpf.org

Photo by Stephen Matera

Stephen Voss/NPR

Do you need a plan
for retirement?
I’m here to help. Let’s talk.

Aaron Mesaros
206-718-7448

aaronmesaros@allstate.com

10 venues, 90 musicians

FRIDAY, MAY 19, 6:30

BALLARD JAZZ WALK
New York Fashion Academy, 5201 Ballard Ave NW, $35 / ticket office opens at 5:00

www.ballardjazzfestival.com

Proud to sponsor the
2017 Ballard Jazz Festival!
Allstate Life Insurance Co., Northbrook, IL. Securities offered by Personal Financial Representatives through
Allstate Financial Services, LLC (LSA Securities in LA and PA). Registered Broker-Dealer. Member FINRA,
SIPC. Main Office: 2920 South 84th St., Lincoln, NE 68506. (877) 525-5727. © 2014 Allstate Insurance Co.

Nice event.
Mind if we sponsor it?
We are proud to sponsor the

Ballard Jazz Festival
Ballard on 24th
5900 24th Ave. NW
Seattle, WA 98107

206-753-0068
www.HomeStreet.com
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ANN NORDLING

CHUCK CADY

DEBORAH ARENDS

The #1 Real Estate Team in the Pacific Northwest
is proud to sponsor the 2017 Ballard Jazz Festival
The TRI STAR Team is a full service real estate team offering a broad spectrum of services
including residential, condominium, multi family, new construction, and land acquisition
sales. We are the result of two highly successful Seattle real estate teams that have been
guiding buyers and sellers since 1983. From our savvy agents and experienced staff to
utilizing a systems based approach, each client of the Tri Star Team receives superior
customer service. People often ask, “what sets you apart from other agents?” and the
answer is simple…It’s EXPERIENCE!
Experience Is The Difference!
(206) 779-4404 • www.TriStarTeamre.com • info@TriStarTeamre.com
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2017 BALLARD
JAZZ FESTIVAL
Welcome!
As we proudly present the 15th Annual Ballard Jazz Festival, we continue to marvel at and
are so pleased to be a part of such a unique and thriving community. What was a neighborhood
primarily of industrial buildings, dive bars and fishermen when John Bishop moved to Ballard
in 1991, is now one of the most dynamic neighborhoods in the country with an ever-expanding
collection of restaurants, boutiques, music venues, lounges ... and dive bars and fishermen. With
that in mind we give you the 2017 edition of the Ballard Jazz Festival!
Again, the festival kicks off with the Brotherhood of the Drum at Conor Byrne Pub. The
Northwest is home to an incredible array of great drummers and we will be showcasing just a
few of them including: former Stan Kenton drummer and NW mainstay GARY HOBBS; the
fiery Seattle sax/drums duo BAD LUCK, with CHRIS ICASIANO; and the hard-swinging Pony
Boy Records impresario, GREG WILLIAMSON. The Guitar Summit has developed into a
fan favorite over the last ten years, and this year’s should be just as inspired with three amazing
guitarists on the bill - Seattle-bred, New York-based BRAD SHEPIK returns home for his first
performance around here in some years; DAN BALMER, a Portland-based dynamo who’s been
a major player in NW jazz for 30 years; Seattle guitarist COLE SCHUSTER makes his Summit
debut.
Sponsored by VERITY CREDIT UNION, the perennially-packed Ballard Jazz Walk
promises to be another great time as over 90 great musicians from the Northwest and New York
perform at 10 different venues throughout Ballard, including the spacious outdoor stages of
Pono Ranch and Peddler Brewing Company.
For the Mainstage Concert, we turn to the intimacy of the Nordic Heritage Museum for
performances by the legendary saxophonist CHICO FREEMAN, backed by the GEORGE
COLLIGAN TRIO, and the Seattle/Portland trio SCENES (John Stowell/Jeff Johnson/
John Bishop), celebrating the release of their 6th album and featuring special guest RICK
MANDYCK, who appeared on their debut CD in 2001.
We would like to thank our small, but incredible staff of volunteers for all of their hard work
over the countless hours that went into making this festival a reality.
Our sponsors make the Ballard Jazz Festival possible. Through their generous support, we
are able to bring some of the world’s finest jazz musicians to this small fishing village here in
Seattle. Please take a moment to acknowledge their contribution with your patronage.
And to you, the Seattle jazz fan, thank you for your continued support of the Ballard Jazz
Festival. Please enjoy the week!

festival sponsors
PRESENTING SPONSOR:
Origin Records

MEDIA SPONSORS:
Jazz After Hours / Public Radio International
KNKX 88.5fm
Earshot Jazz
Seattle Jazz Scene.com

MAINSTAGE PRESENTING SPONSOR:
HomeStreet Bank
TriStar Team Real Estate
JAZZ WALK PRESENTING SPONSOR:
Verity Credit Union

LOGISTICS SPONSORS:
GES
SuperGraphics
G & H Printing
Nordic Heritage Museum
Kennelly Keys / American Music
Audio Media, Inc.

VENUE SPONSORS:
Baxtalo Design & Creative Solutions
BES Events
UW Medicine
Washington’s National Park Fund

HOTEL SPONSOR:
Hotel Nexus

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS:
Bellevue Jazz Festival
Hotel Ballard
Aaron Mesaros
Seattle Divorce Services
Christine Reis - Windermere Realtor

individual contributors
FOUNDERS CIRCLE
Tony & May Icasiano
James Horrigan
Grant and Dorrit Saviers
Mark Wishnie
Lucille Johnston
Pam Reynolds
Evan B. Davis
Bill Berry
Robert Hirsch
Willean Hillman
Anonymous
Jim Levitt

FRIEND
Jeff Baker
Hugo Kugiya

All rights reserved. All material copyrights
property of the authors and the magazine.

editors: John Bishop, Matt Jorgensen
design: OriginArts
layout: John Bishop

festival staff
ARTISTIC AND MANAGING DIRECTORS Matt Jorgensen, John Bishop
PRODUCTION COORDINATORS Chris Icasiano, Peter Daniel

mailing address:
Seattle Jazz Scene
8649 Island Dr S
Seattle, WA 98118
advertising:
Matt Jorgensen: 206-219-3649
matt@originarts.net

Become a Ballard Jazz Festival Founding Member!
With your membership in our Founder’s Circle, we’ll have gifts and festival passes
to accompany a very large THANKS from all of us as we work together in support of
Seattle’s uniquely vibrant jazz community. And don’t forget, if you work for a Matching
Gift Company your tax deductible contribution goes even further!

SPONSORSHIP COORDINATOR Matt Jorgensen

FOUNDING MEMBER (COUPLE) - $500.00

FESTIVAL WEBSITE/PROGRAM Matt Jorgensen

FOUNDING MEMBER (SINGLE) - $250.00

FESTIVAL GRAPHICS/SIGNAGE/PROGRAM John Bishop

PATRON - $100

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR Paul Rauch

FRIEND - $10 - $50

NORDIC HERITAGE OPERATIONS COORDINATOR Adam Lee Allan-Spencer
MASTERS OF CEREMONIES Abe Beeson (KNKX)
CONCERT SOUND Dave Dysart, Steve Mitkiff (Audio Media)
BANNERS PRINTED BY SuperGraphics
T-SHIRT PRINTING ThisThat

www.ballardjazzfestival.com

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:
PHONE:
EMAIL:
EMPLOYER:

Contributions can be sent
to SHUNPIKE. Write ‘Ballard Jazz Festival’ in the
subject line.

SHUNPIKE
Re: Ballard Jazz Festival
3518 Fremont Ave N, #118
Seattle, WA 98103
info@shunpike.org
(206) 905-1026
www.shunpike.org

Shunpike is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization. All donations are
tax-deductible.
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2017 BALLARD
JAZZ FESTIVAL

Wednesday, May 17, 8:00pm - Conor Byrne Pub, 5140 Ballard Ave NW, $15, 21+

BROTHERHOOD OF THE DRUM
Some of America’s top drummers (many who just happen to live in the NW) gather with their bands for a night of eclectic, spirited music.

forward in the genre of modern jazz. With four albums under their
belt, Bad Luck has created an incredibly diverse array of music.
They have developed a unique performative language together,
sculpting compositions that use complex mnemonic techniques,
and create “fearless, raw improvisations” (Seattle Times).
Bad Luck formed out of late night drum and saxophone
marathon sessions exploring John Coltrane & Rashied Ali style
duos and jazz standards while students together at the University
of Washington. Since then they have come to embody a wide
range of styles with incredible artistic growth as a band. They
were named 2011 “NW Outside Jazz Group” by Earshot Jazz,
and their album Two was named “2012 Album of the Year” by the
New York Jazz Review. The duo has emerged as one of Seattle’s
most lauded experimental projects of late, with genre-melting
collaborations with dancers and visual artists in genres far and
beyond the realm of jazz music.

GARY HOBBS

Welch and Icasiano are founding members of the famed
Racer Sessions and the cutting-edge arts organization Table &
Chairs, which produces music events and facilitates educational
programs. Bad Luck has toured the US and Canada extensively,
often sharing the stage with major figures in improvised

Marc Seales - keyboards; Chuck Deardorf - bass;
Gary Hobbs- drums

Alexey Nikolaev - saxes; John Hansen - keyboards;
Michael Glynn - bass; Greg Williamson - drums

Gary Hobbs has been an intregal part of the Northwest
jazz scene for over 4 decades with over 60 recordings to his
credit. A member of The Stan Kenton Orchestra from 1975
through 1977, he’s also performed with Randy Brecker, Bud
Shank, George Cables, Ken Peplowski, Pete Christlieb, Anita
O’Day, Dan Siegel, Glen Moore, The New York Voices, Eddie
Harris, Bill Mays, Kurt Elling, Bob Florence, The Woody
Herman Orchestra,Terry Gibbs, Jaquie Naylor, Stan Kenton
Alumni Big Band, Tom Grant and many more.
He’s played venues such as Carnegie Hall, Royal Festival
Hall, Tivoli Garden, Kennedy Center and Wolf Trap along
with scores of festivals and clubs all over the world. Gary is
very active in Jazz Education teaching at The University Of
Oregon and traveling all over the world doing clinics, concerts
and jazz camps in association with Sabian/Crescent Cymbals
and the Yamaha Drum Company.

CHRIS ICASIANO &
BAD LUCK
Neil Welch - saxophone; Chris Icasiano - drums
For over a decade the Seattle based duo Bad Luck have pushed
the boundaries of what it means to perform, create and move
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GREG WILLIAMSON

music, such as the saxophone legend Roscoe Mitchell, and
performers Cuong Vu, Andrew D’Angelo, Wayne Horvitz,
Dave King and Chris Speed. They have four albums to their
credit: Bad Luck (2009), Two (2010), Bloodroot EP (2012)
and Three (2014). They recently recorded their fourth fulllength album Four, due to be released sometime in late 2017.

Greg Williamson has toured as a member of the swinging
big bands of Woody Herman, Glenn Miller and Harry James.
He has appeared on over 40 CDs, including the recent “JazzIn
It” by singer Dee Daniels, which charted #1 across Canada.
He travelled several years with Steve Allen and Tonight
Show Live with legendary pianist Paul Smith. He performed
with Seattle’s own and widely renown vocalist Ernestine
Anderson, acting in later years as her musical director. He has
led his own groups ranging from Greg Williamson Quartet
to the Pony Boy All-Star Big Band, and recently formed an
organ-quartet “The Young Lizards” bringing jazz sounds to
the alt-club scene. He also focuses on large scale multi-media
projects, including the award winning “Conversations &
Deconstructions” the “1909 AYP - Jazz Music For Seattle’s
World’s Fair.” Greg’s early experiences came from hanging
out with the cats on the scene - legendary jazzers like Buddy
Catlett, Ray Brown, Red Kelly, Bill Ramsay and Jay Thomas.
In 1994 he founded Pony Boy Records which has produced
40 releases, the annual Pony Boy Records Jazz Picnic, and the
weekly series Jazz & Sushi.

Thursday, May 18, 8:00pm - Conor Byrne Pub, 5140 Ballard Ave NW, $15, 21+

GUITAR SUMMIT

New York University and private guitar at New England Conservatory and City College of New York.
In 2016 the Brad Shepik Organ Trio with Gary Versace and
Mark Ferber released their debut recording “Top Down” on
JLC Records. Shepik also leads Rambler- a quartet with Chris
Cheek, Ben Monder and Diego Voglino. His newest project is
the Balkan Peppers, a group that he co-leads with Macedonian
drummer Seido Salifoski, a longtime collaborator in the Paradox Trio and The Commuters.

His most recent CD, “Thanksgiving”, features New York
heavyweights Gary Versace and Matt Wilson in a free spirited
romp through several of Dan’s compositions.
His collaborative group, “Go By Train,” with Clay Giberson and Micah Kassell, is currently working on their third CD
following up two earlier efforts on the “Alternative Jazz” label.
Other recent recordings include “Some Other Time” with
Diane Schuur, “5 and 3” with David Friesen, “Smokin’ at Jimmy’s” with the Mel Brown B-3 organ group, and “Live, An
Evening with the Mel Brown Quartet.”
During the 1980’s and 90’s Dan enjoyed a highly successful ten year musical partnership with pianist Tom Grant that
produced several chart topping recordings, national tours, and
huge popularity around the Northwest. From 2005-2009 Dan
toured and recorded with Diane Schuur playing in over 15
countries and 60 cities.

BRAD SHEPIK

COLE SCHUSTER

Brad Shepik - guitar; Phil Sparks - bass;
Matt Jorgensen - drums

Cole Schuster - guitar; Chuck Deardorf - bass;
Byron Vannoy - drums

Born in Walla Walla and raised in Seattle, Brad Shepik began playing guitar at 10, later studying with Al Galante, Dave
Petersen, Ralph Towner and John Abercrombie. He earned a
B.F.A from Cornish College of the Arts and a Masters in Jazz
Performance/Composition from New York University.

A versatile guitar player with virtuosic technique, Cole
Schuster makes his debut performance at the Guitar Summit.

Moving to New York in 1990, he ended up being a member of Dave Douglas’ Tiny Bell Trio, Matt Darriau’s Paradox
Trio, Pachora ith Chris Speed, Jim Black and Skuli Sverrisson,
and BABKAS. Shepik toured Europe and recorded two albums
with Paul Motian’s Electric Bebop Band over 5 years. He also
deepened his interest in world music, performing and recording
with Yuri Yunakov’s Bulgarian Wedding Band and Simon Shaheen’s Quantara. Shepik’s first two records as a leader explored
music of the Balkans and featured Shepik on Turkish saz and
Bulgarian tambura as well as electric and acoustic guitars. “The
Loan” and “The Well” received critical praise for their marriage of world music styles and jazz.
He has recorded 9 albums with his groups and they’ve performed at major festivals and clubs across Europe and North
America. As a sideman, Brad appears on more than 70 recordings and has performed with Charlie Haden’s Liberation Music
Orchestra, Carla Bley’s Escalator Over the Hill, Bob Brookmeyer, and was a a member of Joey Baron’s Killer Joey from
2000-2009.
He teaches Theory, Improvisation, World Ensemble, Jazz
Combo, Chicago Blues, Balkan Music and private guitar at

Schuster has shared the stage with jazz greats including
Wycliffe Gordon, the Clayton Brothers, Jeff Hamilton, and recently appeared at Tula’s Jazz Club as one of the guest guitarists called to fill-in for Peter Bernstein.
An alum of the Berklee School of Music, he can be seen
around the Northwest as a co-leader of The 200 Trio.

DAN BALMER
Dan Balmer - guitar; Jeff Leonard - bass;
Alan Jones- drums
Dan Balmer has long been considered one of the finest
guitarists, composers, and educators in the Northwest. In 2009
Dan became one of only five Oregonians (and the youngest) to
be honored with membership in both The Oregon Music Hall
of Fame and the Jazz Society of Oregon Hall of Fame. He was
hailed by the Los Angeles Times as, “the model of what a contemporary guitarist should be.”
Dan has appeared on over 80 CDs including eight of his
own which have received critical acclaim and international airplay. Dan’s music has been featured in movies and television
shows both in the U.S. and overseas.
He has led his own groups since the ‘80s and has had long
standing weekly gigs around Portland with drummer Mel
Brown, Tom Grant, David Friesen, and others.

PROUD TO SUPPORT THE

2017 BALLARD JAZZ FESTIVAL

Hotel Ballard is the pinnacle of excellence located in
the heart of historic downtown Ballard.
HOTEL BALLARD
5216 Ballard Avenue NW, Seattle, WA 98107

reservations: (206) 789-5012
www.hotelballardseattle.com
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Friday, May 19, 6:30pm - New York Fashion Academy, 5201 Ballard Ave NW, $35

BALLARD AVENUE JAZZ WALK

presented by

presented by Verity Credit Union

GARY HOBBS TRIO
ORIGIN UBER BAND
MATT JORGENSEN +451

GAIL PETTIS

Conor Byrne Pub / 6:30 / 21+

Sponsored by: BAXTALO & ORIGIN RECORDS

GEORGE COLLIGAN

GEORGE COLLIGAN GROUP
featuring BRAD SHEPIK
MARINA ALBERO TRIO
New York Fashion Academy / 7:00 / All Ages

Sponsored by: VERITY CREDIT UNION, GES EVENTS, &
SUPERGRAPHICS
A transplant from New York City, Portland’s George Colligan is a pianist, organist, drummer, trumpeter, teacher,and
bandleader, who is one of the most original and compelling jazz
artists of his generation. An award-winning composer and player, Colligan has toured & recorded with Lenny White, Cassandra
Wilson, Don Byron, Buster Williams, and Lonnie Plaxico. He
is currently a member of legendary drummer Jack DeJohnette’s
New Quintet. He has released 25 recordings full of his intelligent
writing and impressive technique including “Endless Mysteries,”
on Origin Records and featuring DeJohnette and bassist Larry
Grenedier. His performances include dazzling technique as well
as mature restraint.

With the equally dynamic and legendary Seattle musicians,
pianist Marc Seales and bassist Chuck Deardorf, Portland-based
Drummer Gary Hobbs brings decades of powerful musical experiences to the Conor Byrne stage for his first appearance at the
festival. He has appeared on over 60 recordings and played with
jazz giants such as Randy Brecker, Bud Shank, George Cables,
Ken Peplowski, Pete Christlieb, Anita O’Day, Dan Siegel, Eddie
Harris and many more. He was also a touring member of The Stan
Kenton Orchestra from 1975 through 1977.
Marc Seales - keyboards; Chuck Deardorf - bass;
Gary Hobbs - drums
The Origin Über Band was originally a special project for the
first Ballard Jazz Festival by longtime collaborators who have all
appeared on many recordings for Seattle’s Origin Records. Approached as a celebration of their mutual respect, friendship, and
collective musical voice, their semi-regular festival performances
have ended up creating some intensely magical moments over the
years.
Richard Cole - saxes; Dave Peterson - guitar; Rick Mandyck keyboards; Chuck Deardorf - bass; John Bishop - drums
Reuniting for a special late-night set after a four-year hiatus,
Matt Jorgensen +451 is a long-time favorite at the Jazz Walk going
back to the first Festival in 2003. The group will play music from
their 4 albums as well as new music from an upcoming recording.
Mark Taylor - saxophone; Ryan Burns - keyboards;
Phil Sparks - bass; Matt Jorgensen - drums

Marina Albero - piano; Evan Flory-Barnes - bass;
Serena Dominguez - vocals
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Bad Albert’s / 8:00 / 21+

Sponsored by: CHRISTINE OLSEN REIS/WINDERMERE &
SEATTLE JAZZ SCENE
Two-time winner of Earshot Golden Ear Awards “Northwest
Vocalist of the Year,” Gail’s rich, warm vocals and understated
phrasing have been described as “deliciously soulful” by Cadence Magazine. Gail’s two releases, May I Come In?, (OA2),
and Here in the Moment, (OA2) were widely and warmly embraced by radio and jazz fans around the world, with “Here...”
ending up being the most played, new female vocal CD on American jazz radio in 2010. As artist-in-residence at the Amersfoort
Jazz Festival in the Netherlands in 2006, she was featured artist
with the New Manhattan Big Band on the mainstage. Included
on that tour was a stop in Kobe, Japan to perform as the winner
of the Seattle-Kobe Female Jazz Vocalist Competition.
Gail Pettis - vocals; Tony Foster - piano;
Jeff Johnson - bass; Jamael Nance - drums

BILL ANSCHELL QUARTET
TODD BISHOP GROUP

Portland State Univ. Jazz (6:00PM)

George Colligan - piano; Brad Shepik - guitar;
Phil Sparks - bass; Matt Jorgensen - drums
Marina Albero has played
with some of the most important artists of early, Flamenco
and latin music including
l’Arpeggiata, Barbarito Torres (Buenavista Social Club),
Glen Velez, Pepe Habichuela,
Carlos Saura, & Sara Flores.
She plays hammered dulcimer, piano & vibes and has
studied music in Spain &
Cuba. Born in Barcelona,
Marina Albero grew up playing traditional music with her
family Grallers band “Stampede,” which took them on
tours to Japan and the U.S. in
MARINA ALBERO
the ‘90s. At the age of eight,
she studied piano & theory
and later, drums and jazz piano while still working with the family project, She studied at the
Conservatory Isaac Albéniz and the Conservatorio Municipal de
Barcelona. In 1995, her family moved to Cuba where she studied
at the Insti- tuto Superior de Arte, and she played with the Cuban Psalterium Rennaissance-style group “Ars Longa.” Albero
moved to Seattle from Barcelona three years ago and continues
to perform and teach throughout the world.

GAIL PETTIS QUARTET

Egan’s Jam House / 6:30 / All Ages

Sponsored by: SEATTLE DIVORCE SERVICES AND

AMERICAN MUSIC

GRETA MATASSA

GRETA MATASSA QUARTET
Ballard Landmark / 7:00 / All Ages
Sponsor by: UW MEDICINE

Greta Matassa is one of the most talented singers working in
jazz today. She has been voted “Northwest Vocalist of the Year”
by Earshot Jazz seven times in 15 years and honored with a lifetime acheivment award and inducted into the Earshot Jazz Hall
of Fame in 2014.
Greta has been a mainstay on Seattle’s Jazz stages for many
years and with her recent successful dates at New York’s Dizzy’s
Club at Lincoln Center, tours of Russia, Singapore and Hawaii
and Japan, Greta’s sound is now reaching new audiences. Greta
has released seven CD’s on the respected jazz label Origin Records and a DVD live concert with guitarist Mimi Fox. Her latest CD, I Wanna be Loved (Resonance Records), was critically
acclaimed.
Greta Matassa - vocals; Darin Clendenin - piano;
Clipper Anderson - bass; Mark Ivester - drums

Pianist Bill Anchell takes a
bandleader role at the Ballard
Jazz Walk after backing up
nearly every local legend over
the past decade.
Anschell presents music
from Rumbler, his new release
on Origin Records and joined
by the same stellar cast of
musicians featured on the
album. Mostly written on the
road in planes and hotel rooms,
BILL ANSCHELL
Rumbler doubles as a musical
travelogue, especially vivid in
its reflection of experiences from his touring in South America
over the last several years.
Brian Monroney - guitar; Bill Anschell - piano;
Chris Symer - bass; Brad Boal - drums
Portland drummer Todd Bishop has led jazz, avant-garde
and indie rock groups and produced six CDs of original music
for Origin Records. With his multi-layered, organic style, he is
a compelling musician, and has thrilled audiences with visceral
performances owing as much to the influence of Keith Moon
or Olatunji as to the jazz masters. His most recent recording is
Travelogue, inspired by his band’s annual tours of Europe over
the last 6 years.
Richard Cole - saxophones; Jasnam Daya Singh - piano,
Chris Higgins - bass, Todd Bishop - drums

TABLE & CHAIRS LABEL SHOWCASE

JAY
THOMAS QUARTET
Lock & Keel / 8:00 / 21+

JAY THOMAS

FENJA ABRAMS / MATRIO
SPOOKY ACTION / WAH
FOUNDERS CIRCLE

Sponsored by: AARON MESAROS - ALLSTATE FINANCIAL

Seattle jazz icon Jay Thomas is a versatile multi-instrumentalist
(trumpet, flugelhorn, alto, tenor, soprano and flutes) whose
music leans to earthy and lyrical; the blues and swing always
in evidence. With the Cantaloupes, Jay goes back to the sixties
and the neo-boogaloo / hard bop feel of Horace Silver, Herbie
Hancock, Cannonball Adderly, and Ramsay Lewis. The band
connects with people on a visceral level and encourages people
to MOVE.

Salmon Bay Eagles Upstairs/ 8:00 / All Ages
Sponsored by: TABLE & CHAIRS

Table & Chairs is a record label that was started in 2011 by a
collection of active musicians in Seattle’s improvised music scene.
Showcased at the festival over the last two years, many members of
the T&C family have performed as part of the festival over the last
10 years including: Neil Welch, Luke Bergman, Chemical Clock,
Chris Icasiano, Burn List, and Andy Clausen to name a few. T&C
has released eighteen critically acclaimed recordings. In addition
to championing the burgeoning local new music scene, T&C also
hosts a weekly free-improvisation jam session that has been running successfully for several years at Cafe Racer in Seattle.
VFenja’s House is a collaborative, immersive performance
event concocted by an ambitious group of performing and visual
artists and led by Fenja Abrams as the capstone to her undergraduate degree. Improvising musicians pull ringing tones from wine
glasses and singing bowls, looping them over a bed of low bass
and rumbling drums. The sound fills the rooms of a “house” constructed of screen-printed paper walls where modern dancers play
amongst the audience.
Matrio - Clarinetist, composer, and improviser James Falzone
is an acclaimed member of the international jazz and creative music scenes, a veteran contemporary music lecturer and clinician,
and an award-winning composer who has been commissioned by
chamber ensembles, dance companies, choirs, and symphony orchestras around the globe. His new collaboration Matrio consists
of guitarist Tom Baker and drummer Greg Campbell, mainstays of
Seattle’s improvised music scene.
Spooky Action - Taking inspiration from comics and musicals, draftsman Elk Paauw and composer Andrew Olmstead combine mediums to tell stories.
WAH is led by two of Seattle’s most iconic avant-garde improvisers, multi-instrumentalist Simon Henneman and percussionist Gregg Keplinger. They have created a modern masterpiece of
modal, spiritual and free expression. Coming off like a late, classic

Jay Thomas - trumpet/saxophone; John Hansen - piano;
Greg Feingold - bass; Greg Williamson - drums

45TH STREET BRASS
RVG session for Impulse, their latest release Travellers Station is
snarled with the force of a pummeling rock band by two artful
leaders of Seattle’s underground jazz scene.
Founders Circle - Features Michael Conklin, Ruby Dunphy,
Haley Freedlund, Andrew Forbes, Troy Schiefelbein and Max
Walker.

PHIL PARISOT QUARTET
Salmon Bay Eagles Downstairs / 8:00 / 21+
Sponsored by: EARSHOT JAZZ

For Seattle-based drummer/composer Phil Parisot, playing
music is about coming home. With “Lingo,” his new CD on OA2
Records, he introduces a new quartet comprised of musicians
he’s known for 20 years. The result is a dark and atmospheric
sound that draws upon an array of influences, including AfroCuban, fusion, and symphonic, all molded seamlessly into a
cohesive modern jazz package.
Steve Treseler - saxophone; Dan Kramlich - piano;
Paul Gabrielson - bass; Phil Parisot - drums

On the streets Downtown Ballard!

45TH STREET BRASS
Catch the 45th Street Band as they make their way through
the streets of downtown Ballard performing their original music
and leading Jazz Walk crowds from venue to venue.
Peter Daniel - baritone saxophone; Dan Wager - tenor saxophone; Jason Cressey - trombone; Ehssan Karimi - drums

JAZZ WALK OUTDOOR STAGES

TARIK ABOUZIED’S HAPPY ORCHESTRA CLAY GIBERSON QUARTET
DAN
BALMER TRIO
HAMMOND
B3 SOUL REVIEW
PONO RANCH | 4502 SHILSHOLE AVE NW | 7:00PM (All Ages)
PEDDLER BREWING COMPANY | 1514 NW LEARY WAY | 7:00PM (All Ages until 11)
Sponsored by BES EVENTS AND KENNELLY KEYS MUSIC

Sponsored by WASHINGTON’S NATIONAL PARK FUND

Drummer Tarik Abouzied’s Happy Orchestra
doesn’t need much of an introduction as the title says it
all! Drawn from some of the Northwest’s most highly
regarded funk, jazz, and soul bands, the musicians of
HO know how to craft an experience for an audience
that puts smiles on faces and lights fires under the feet.

Well traveled geographically and musically, keyboardist and composer Clay Giberson’s artistic talent and musicianship are coming to the forefront, A
Southwest Washington native, he studied at the University of Miami and New York University where he
studied with Jim McNeely, Fred Hersch and Vince
Maggio. Clay has released six recordings on Origin
Records, the most-recent entitled Pastures which features Donny McCaslin, Drew Gress and Matt Wilson.
In addition, his group Upper Left Trio has released four
critically acclaimed CDs. He has performed throughout Europe, Scandinavia, the Mediterranean, the South
Pacific and Caribbean and Japan.

Thomas Marriott - trumpet; Stuart MacDonald - saxophone; Tim Kennedy - keyboards; Damien Erskine bass; Tarik Abouzied - drums
Organist Delvon Lamarr, who, along with Joe
Doria, are leading practitioners of jazz organ in Seattle, leads the Hammond B3 Soul Review in the late
sets at Pono Ranch. Cutting his teeth with saxophonist
Kareem Kandi and various other tight-knit ensembles
around the Northwest over the last decade, Lamarr here
brings his working trio with guitarist Jimmy James and
drummer David McGraw for tight-knit grooves and a
whole lot of soul.
Delvon Lamarr - Hammond B3 organ;
David McGraw - drums; Jimmy James - guitar

Clay Giberson - keyboards; Dan Balmer - guitar;
Jeff Leonard - bass; Alan Jones - drums
Guitarist Dan Balmer headlines a quartet featuring
some of the top jazz talent from Portland, OR.
Much like his legendary weekly gigs with drummer Mel Brown, this show promises to a sun-drenched
good time on the outdoor patio of Peddler Brewing
Company.
Dan Balmer - guitar; Jeff Leonard - bass;
Alan Jones - drums
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Saturday, May 20, 7:30pm - Nordic Heritage Museum, 3014 NW 67th St

presented by

General Admission: $35 / Reserved: $55 / Students: $18 / ALL AGES

MAINSTAGE CONCERT

CHICO
FREEMAN
SCENES
GEORGE COLLIGAN TRIO
RICK MANDYCK
with the

featuring

Chico Freeman (saxophone), George Colligan (piano), Evan Flory-Barnes
(bass), Matt Jorgensen (drums)

John Stowell (guitar), Jeff Johnson (bass), John Bishop ( drums), Rick Mandyck
(saxophone)

Heralded as one of the most important saxophonists of our time, musician, composer
and producer Chico Freeman marked his return to the United States in May 2016, after
more than a decade living and working in Europe.
As part of the Freeman family legacy of Chicago; his father, legendary NEA Jazz
Master saxophonist Von Freeman; his uncles, guitarist George Freeman; and drummer
Bruz Freeman, Chico amassed a diverse résumé of performing R&B to blues, hard bop
to avant-garde. His collegiate studies in Advanced Composition and Theory at Northwestern University led him to teach composition at the AACM (Association for the
Advancement of Creative Musicians) Music School, and while attaining his Masters
in Composition and Theory at Governor State University, he studied composition with
NEA Jazz Master Muhal Richard Abrams.
Chico Freeman’s career has enjoyed non-stop growth. He has more than 30 albums
as a leader/composer and is a 2-time GRAMMY® nominee. His writing for film, television and theatre has won him awards in Austria, Germany, Canada and Italy. In 2013,
he was presented with the Bicentennial Exhibition Award, History Of Black Music in
Los Angeles.
While he was dubbed a “young lion” three decades ago for his participation on
the 1982 recording with other stars-to-be Wynton Marsalis, Kevin Eubanks, Paquito
D’Rivera, Bobby McFerrin and Anthony Davis, Freeman now merits being called a
“master on his instrument.”
Freeman has perfected an immediately recognizable approach to music and composition, blending what he has experienced from his past and providing fluidity into a
future of infinite musical possibilities.

“Considerably absorbing... their rapport has reached an enviable
tightness. Dynamically astute and rhythmically sensitive, this is very
satisfying music, the kind of interactive Jazz that doesn’t hit you over
the head as much as insinuate itself into your consciousness.”
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- CADENCE MAGAZINE

After 15 years of performing together, the rapport between the legendary Portland
guitarist John Stowell, and Seattlites, bassist Jeff Johnson and drummer John Bishop,
has reached such a level of intimacy and connectedness, they transcend the traditional
concept of a “guitar trio.” Whether performing their intriguing originals or the thoughtful reimaginings of less-done classics, each piece is a ticket to somewhere unique, like
a travelogue of where the trio’s members have been and where they would like to go.
Documented on five albums for Origin Records, their music continually inspires comments from reviewers bordering on the poetic: “Whispers of intelligent messages.” Jazz
Weekly - “...images of chilly mists rolling into town off the cold Puget Sound, filmy
tendrils drifting up dark, shadowy streets.” All About Jazz - “Fertile is the band’s mind
and talent for a sound ethereal.” All About Jazz.
For this performance, the trio is joined by saxophonist Rick Mandyck who is only
recently returning to the saxophone after a 14-year, medically necessary hiatus. For several decades an ever-present voice in Seattle’s jazz landscape, his return is a welcome
gift to his fellow musicians and the audience who often hung on his every note. Mandyck appeared on the original Scenes recording from 2001. “Mandyck has an imagination and range of saxophone vocabulary, from slurs and screams to tender lyricism, that
match any player anywhere.” - Andrew Freund (NYC Jazz Critic)

Call for artists
Jazz: the seCond Century
Submission deadline is
June 1.
Jazz: The Second Century
is an Earshot Jazz
initiative addressing jazz’s
progressive transition into
the future. Earshot Jazz
seeks submissions from
Seattle-area individuals
and ensembles for the 2017
series. Performances will be
scheduled for Thursdays in
July. For more information
go to www.earshot.org.
Ear shot Jazz
p: 206.547.6763
w: www.earshot.org
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MAY 31 - JUNE 4, 2017
CATHERINE RUSSElL
THE COREY HARRIS BAND
Radio Raheem
The Rumba Kings

FREE AND TICKETED PERFORMANCES

Tickets on sale
BellevueDowntown.com

SPONSORED BY:

facebook.com/BellevueDowntown

@BellevueDT #BellevueDowntown

R EASONS W E LOV E BALLAR D N O. 34

Discover all the reasons we love being part of Ballard. uwmedicine.org/inballard
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ARTIST PROFILE:

Rick Mandyck: The Return From Now
By Paul Rauch ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED ON ALLABOUTJAZZ.COM
It was a cold Tuesday evening the last week
of December. 2016 was mercifully coming to
a close, this evening, a final chorus of a long
blues blown soulfully, and mournfully into the
night.
I sat at the bar at Seattle’s storied jazz spot,
Tula’s, in eager anticipation of the evening’s
performance of a quartet led by veteran bassist,
Paul Gabrielson. Gabrielson had gathered a
quartet of top tier, Seattle based musicians that
evening, featuring pianist Bill Anschell and
drummer John Bishop. At that moment, the
fourth member of this much anticipated quartet,
Rick Mandyck, approached me, a joyous smile
on his face illuminating the dark confines
of this historic venue. “This feels strange,”
he said, his eyes panning the stage. “I heard
tale that you’re playing saxophone tonight,” I
remarked, alluding to his years absent from the
scene playing both alto and tenor saxophone.
“First sax gig in fourteen years,” Mandyck
replied. I was feeling extremely fortunate to
be there, I knew something special, something
magical was about to take place.
Throughout the eighties and nineties,
Rick Mandyck was the most complete, and
progressive saxophonist in Seattle, and to
those closely associated with jazz music in
that period, a true innovator of the instrument
on a national scale. After switching to playing
primarily tenor in the nineties, the Emerald
City was blessed by the presence of three
historic artisans of the tenor- Mandyck, Hadley
Caliman, and Don Lanphere. Among the three,
Mandyck’s lyrical approach stood out, his live
appearances much anticipated at clubs like the
New Orleans, Jazz Alley, the Pioneer Banque,
and in the very room where we took musical
refuge that evening, Tula’s, in the Belltown
neighborhood. A series of illnesses, and a very
serious hernia injury made playing saxophone
extremely painful, necessitating that he give
up the instrument, to set aside that which had
given him the contentment of expression, of
his ability to author and share his musical and
spiritual insights to those of us willing to listen.
And listen, we did. “It was unfortunate in most
ways,” Mandyck mused,” but I think in a lot of
ways, with guitar and later piano I got to learn
a lot more about music. There’s just all these
vistas, chords, wow, two notes at the same
time! Certainly after you’ve done something
for that long, and you take it away, there’s an
emptiness, a missing space, but I decided to try
to fill it with something like piano, which is
my current thing. Just it’s unlimited harmonic
possibilities.”
And so Mandyck’s musical legacy
continued as a guitarist, still directing his
creative genius into what was, in reality, the
instrument he began his musical journey with
as a youngster. “Guitar was my first instrument.
My Italian grandfather, Nick Conti, was a
musician, and was a very big musical influence
on me. He got me interested in music. When I
was about five, I was bugging everybody for
a guitar, there was a Hawaiian guitar in the
attic, with a wide neck. He put a different nut
on it so the strings were a little bit easier, but
it was an incredibly hard instrument to play.
But I loved it. They tried to discourage me, but
it didn’t work,” he states with a chuckle. As a
guitarist, Mandyck was impactful, continuing
his musical relationship with Greg Keplinger,
Thomas Marriott and others. But even as
much as he was appreciated and respected
as a musician on any chosen instrument, his
departure as a saxophonist was impactful as
well. Perhaps his unique talent was even more
appreciated during the past fourteen years, as
his legend as a pure saxophonist grew not as

some sort of jazz tall tale, but as a statement of
fact, of witness by those, as myself, who were
there in the eighties as he molded his identity
as an alto player, and his change in the nineties,
to the tenor.
Six years into the new century, Mandyck
began to appear at the New Orleans club as a
pianist, sitting in on the Friday night sessions
with trumpeter Thomas Marriott, bassist Phil
Sparks and drummer Matt Jorgensen. Those
of us who were aware of his musical legacy
in the city, were amazed. The rumor was that
he had spent the past six months learning the
piano, sequestering himself sixteen hours a
day behind the keyboard to do so. “Sixteen
hours a day, no. Eight, yes,” says Mandyck.
“I got my keyboard in July, and that January
I started a steady gig with Thomas Marriott,
Phil Sparks and Matt Jorgensen, at the New
Orleans Club. Every friday night, and the
piano was so difficult to play, so dead. My first
gig there, I lasted maybe two or three bars into
my first solo, and my hands were in complete
knots. Gay Anderson (proprietor of the New
Orleans) was a very big supporter of me when
I first started playing piano. She gave me the
opportunity to do that. One of the other great
things about the gig at the New Orleans was
that every piano player I know came down and
gave me a lesson. I mean everybody.” Premier
pianists such as Dawn Clement, Dave Peck,
Eric Verlinde, Marc Seales, Ryan Burns, and
Ron Weinstein would stop in to see Rick and
always contribute to his evolution as a pianist.
Travis Shook, from New York would stop in
time to time.
It became very clear, that Mandyck
possessed a special musical gift, including the
ability to self educate and dedicate himself to
whatever musical task was at hand. In speaking
with him, and hearing his story of how this
musical educational evolution has taken place,
particularly in his early years, this was hardly
anything new for him. But his illness, and injury
were a different set of challenges, a bridge not
yet crossed on this journey of music, of life.
“I’m pretty much self taught, I attempted to go

PHOTO BY JIM LEVITT
Bishop, Johnson, and Gabrielson remained
what it had always been — a deep friendship
based on love and creative energy. “Me and
Paul Gabrielsen and John Bishop for the last
three or four years, we’ve developed quite
an understanding, and previous to that, me,
John and Jeff Johnson,” states Mandyck, a
tone of respect and love in his voice. He is
undeniably deeply appreciative of his time

Jeff Johnson has accomplished what we’re all trying to
do as musicians, finding your voice, finding your way of
interpreting everything, and having it be you. That’s what
we’re all trying to do.

- RICK MANDYCK

to music school when I was sixteen, and they
wouldn’t let me test out. My professor would
say, “OK, everybody except Rick.” “I started
studying music at the University of Arizona
in Tuscon,” said Mandyck, no doubt noticing
the surprise on my face. “I was young, I was
able to get in and take night classes, but the
bottom line was I was too young, I was not
ready. I’ve pretty much been so stubborn about
many things in life, but, I’ve been pretty much
self taught.” Mandyck improved so rapidly on
piano, it was startling. He began to drift into
trio performances with old friend, drummer
John Bishop, and either Jeff Johnson, or Paul
Gabrielson on bass. Essentially, he would gig
anywhere there was a good piano, but his home
stage slowly became Tula’s, with appearances
all over town. His playing became brilliant,
yet Mandyck was largely now an unknown
quantity, in a city where he had established
a legendary musical legacy on saxophone.
His musical and personal relationship with
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spent with these special voices on the Seattle
scene. “Jeff Johnson has accomplished what
we’re all trying to do as musicians, finding
your voice, finding your way of interpreting
everything, and having it be you. That’s what
we’re all trying to do,” he states respectfully.
This comment was very interesting to me,
with Mandyck stating this as a pianist, where
as a saxophonist, performing with these same
musicians, he had established a reputation as a
player who very much enjoyed the pianoless
format, with just bass and drums providing the
harmonic and rhythmic structure. “I think that
most pianists and guitarists when they comp,
even if they’re trying to really listen to you,
about what you’re doing harmonically, they’re
going to put, in some way, their harmonic
stamp on your song. Certain pianists will
not listen to you at all, and will almost try
to bully you into doing things. When there’s
no chords, it’s so wide open, it gives you the
opportunity to create your own harmonic

canvas. It also creates an opportunity for you
to suck mightily, if you don’t. It’s a double
edged sword. It’s all out there,” he says, and
so this sort of sensitivity, of support, without
harmonic constraint became a trait of his as a
pianist as time wore on.
And so I sit in eager anticipation of the
evening performance to come, to hear the
beautiful intonation, the one of a kind lyricism
that I had come to expect from him. I was
emotional in the sense that I felt joy for him,
for his reimmersion into the saxophone world,
for his good fortune in life, and for the good
fortune of everybody in that intimate venue
that evening, to witness this marvelous music,
and be a part of this wonderful story.
It was the beginning of another phase in
Mandyck’s eclectic journey, that somehow
brought him to this city of broad ideas and
interests. A journey that began in the upstate
New York hamlet of Endicott NY, just a few
hours north of New York City, and the most
energized and prolific jazz scene in the world.
“Actually I used to go to New York when I
was a kid to get in trouble. I didn’t really have
a musical connection to New York City until
the nineties,” he says jokingly, and after his
time in Arizona, and a short time spent in the
San Francisco bay area, he headed north to
the Pacific Northwest, and the legendary and
vastly underappreciated jazz scene in Seattle.
“I came to visit a friend that I grew up with
in New York, that lived in Magnolia in 1978.
He told me, ‘Richie I think you should play
saxophone,’ because I played flute at the
time. He rented a saxophone for me, an alto,
and that’s what started the whole thing. I just
started playing, playing on the streets.”
I smiled considering the notion of
Mandyck playing on the streets, or more
specifically, at Seattle’s famed Pike Place
Market. Street musicians are an integral part of
the experience at the famed spot for both locals

and tourists alike, a true part of the fabric of life
surrounding the market culture for decades.
To me, the thought of Mandyck honing his
saxophone chops at the market made perfect
sense, in a very Seattle sort of way.
I could hear Mandyck warming up in the
back room at Tula’s, the room now full almost
to capacity. It was a busy week at the storied
club, and I was counting my fourth consecutive
night there, but irregardless of the fact that all
the music that week at Tula’s had been first
rate, it could not match the anticipation and
excitement I felt that evening. To many, this
was just the first performance as a leader at
the venue for the veteran bassist Gabrielson,
something in itself to celebrate and look
forward to. But as I took the stage, having the
honor of introducing the band that evening, I
knew I had to provide a narrative that would
provide an advanced context for what was to
take place on that very stage, on what was to be
a very special night. I introduced the musicians
one by one, and when I got to Mandyck, I
informed the audience of Mandyck’s return as
a saxophonist. “To my left is a man you may
have seen here at Tula’s earlier this month as a
pianist with his very fine trio,” I began. “ Truth
be told however, Rick Mandyck is truly a
historic musician in this city as a saxophonist,
and tonight, he gives his first performance as
a saxophonist in fourteen years.” The crowd,
to that point polite and attentive, became
even more so. While most were not aware of
his prowess or musical history, his story had
become the storyline of the evening, as it
should have been.

...some of the most memorable
and moving jazz experiences
that I’ve heard and witnessed,
are ones that breathe.

- RICK MANDYCK

Mandyck didn’t disappoint that evening,
his solos still possessing the beautifully lyrical
approach that we had all become accustomed
to in the eighties and nineties. While many
musicians have superior technique, and
unlimited musical knowledge, they somehow
lack the innate musical wisdom that can
only be attained through life experience, and
pure, natural genius. Listening to Mandyck,
is indeed, like listening to the true masters
of the form, which is exactly what he is,
though not recognized as such on a national
and international scale in present times. His
solos have intent, direction, and undefined
freedom from start to finish, like so few. “In
general, some of the most memorable and
moving jazz experiences that I’ve heard and
witnessed, are ones that breathe. As a matter of
fact, some of it, the Coltrane quartet was like
everything was an arc, a perfect arc. Not only
with a composition, but the whole concert. As
a listener, the most exciting thing is for things
to change, and morph, to start somewhere and
to build and creates expectation, and then the
release. That to me is the most exciting thing
about jazz, other music usually doesn’t have
that. That’s what I try to do in music when I’m
soloing.”
Mandyck’s return to the saxophone is
on alto, a concession perhaps to his physical
condition that still must be handled with kid
gloves. Yet while he acknowledges as such, he
does not see it as a concession at all. Indeed,
his voice began as an altoist in the eighties,
and then evolved into the deep throaty tenor
voice many are more familiar with. “I think

the alto was pretty much all in the
eighties, and the nineties I was more
influenced by tenor players, Coltrane,
Dexter. Let me back up. When I was
thirteen, one of my favorite albums
was Anthenagin (Prestige 1973), a
very very weird album by Art Blakey,
with Blakey, Carter Jefferson, Cedar
Walton and Cecil McBee. That was
one of my favorite jazz albums, and
after I started out on alto in the late
seventies and early eighties I switched
over to tenor for a while, and Carter
Jefferson used to live in Seattle. I got
to meet him, play with him, he kind
of took me under his wing. He was
a very big influence on me. Another
person that I learned a lot from,
was Bert Wilson, in Olympia. Bert
Wilson was a paraplegic saxophone
player, that had an amazing altissimo
RICK MANDYCK PERFORMING ON PIANO WITH THE ORIGIN UBER BAND. PHOTO BY JIM LEVITT.
fingering system. The two students
that he claimed were the only ones
For me, it’s more difficult to do that on piano was this need, and an opportunity to get this
to listen to what he said were me
and Len Pickett. And Denny Goodhew was than saxophone. But I’m working on that,” horn. It was very touch and go at first. The first
bar none the baddest mf to walk this planet says Mandyck. Yet walking off the stage that couple of weeks were difficult. The problem I
in the eighties. So I was self taught, but I was night, he appeared energized, happy, exuding have always had with the saxophone is I have
influenced mightily by people, like Denny and a joy that was equaled by that of the audience. extreme hernia pain from blowing, so I have
Carter. But then in the nineties I became more I could only imagine his feeling that night, had to completely relearn how to breathe. I had
Coltrane influenced, Dexter influenced, Joe playing three sets, setting course into long, some bad techniques and habits I’m trying to
Henderson, and so it’s all about the tenor. I was storied choruses on each composition, playing rectify to make sure I don’t injure myself.”
Rick Mandyck is a great musician, and a
in chemotherapy between 2000-2003 for my without any regard to musical compromise, or
liver, and when I came off of chemo I started physical limitation. His beautiful tone floated beautiful person as well. Those two qualities
playing alto again. I played it on two albums, through the room on angelic air, the audience reflect on each other, embellish each other.
Thomas Marriott’s first record, Individuation completely absorbed with every note. “Very His life has had triumphs and it surely has
(Origin 2004) , and John Bishop’s, Something different,” he states humbly. “Again, I’m still had challenges. While it is joyous to watch his
in the process of shaping and forming my alto evolution as a musician, it equally wonderful
If Not Nothing (Origin 2004).”
Physically, there is no doubt, that along voice. It’s kind of, Ok Here I am, but who am to witness the evolution of his life. Recently,
with the proper set up, the alto is the wise I? But it felt very good. I think I have more fun he married the love of his life, Donna.
“She’s been nothing but a bright beacon of
choice in his return, but his musical ties still now, it’s not that I take it any less serious, I just
light in my life, and she affects everything I
draw from the tenor side of the saxophone don’t take things so seriously.”
While this story spins a beautiful story do,” he told me, asking I respect her privacy
abyss. That was plainly seen and heard
upon his return that evening at Tula’s. His of artistic triumph, and cultural pride, the while writing this. Of course. But yes love, it
musical choices as a soloist were beautifully final push of motivation to return to playing has it’s powers of illumination and passion, as
reminiscent of his tenor past, while announcing saxophone was provided to Mandyck by our does music. Whether from behind the piano,
to everyone in the room that while this was old friend, economic crisis. Limited by just or with the saxophone, Rick Mandyck has not
his first saxophone gig in fourteen years, he playing piano gigs around the city, Mandyck gone anywhere. His musical legacy continues
hasn’t wandered anywhere, he is with us in was making his living working full time as a to impact the creative impulse of this rapidly
a vividly present sense. Speaking of his alto/ cook. Then came some alarming news. “ Quite changing city, as a voice from the past that
tenor duality he says, “As far as the difference honestly, I went to part time on my job and still speaks clearly as a truly modern component of
between alto and tenor, now alto is little more had a lease obligation, and was spending 98 % Seattle’s culture. One thing is for sure. We’re
forgiving as far as my physical ability to play. of my money on rent. I was thinking, “Oh my listening.
And even if I approach it exactly the same as god, what am I going to do? What do I know
my tenor playing, things are going to come out how to do to make money?” And so there was
Catch Rick Mandyck performing with
different, it’s going to be fresh. Even though that situation. The instrument I play is Thomas
the Scenes at the Ballard Jazz Festival
there has always been amazing masters of and David Marriott’s uncle’s instrument. And
Mainstage Concert on Saturday, May 20,
the alto saxophone that I admire, I’m not tied their uncle put this horn in his mother’s closet
to them like I was to Coltrane, and the tenor in 1953, and in 2009 they took care of the
at the Nordic Heritage Museum.
house and estate and David Marriott ended up
players.”
See page 10 for details
The performance that evening at Tula’s with it. I’m good friends with Tom, and there
became memorable in so many ways, to so
many jazz fans in this musical city. Watching
and hearing the return of Rick Mandyck as
a saxophonist, to in some way absorb some
of the storied past of the Seattle jazz scene,
and at the same time come to the realization
that the present scene is remarkable in itself,
left me fulfilled in a very personal sense.
Personal to the extent one feels when you
see jazz music as important, as a deep and
endless source of connection to our culture,
that in these times, and that evening, seem to
be challenged at a constant rate. Whether you
had a personal connection to the individuals
onstage, or not, the joy shining brightly on
the faces of Bishop, Gabrielson, and Anschell
was a beautiful, silent homage to their friend’s
legacy, and his what might be down the road.
While Bishop and Gabrielson were long time
musical collaborators, this was Anschell’s first
opportunity to play with him. There could not
have been a better combination of players to
herald the return of one of the true treasures
of Seattle jazz history, and illuminate what we
may expect in the months to come.
The piano is still to be the major source
of focus, with the saxophone slowly finding
it’s way into Mandyck’s performances as a
leader. Still, he finds it easier to communicate
musically on saxophone in many ways. “I think
so, because it doesn’t have as may dimensions.
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See Jim Levitt’s photos from the
2017 Ballard Jazz Festival posted
at SeattleJazzScene.com

G&H PRINTING
The Corner of Fine Printing
phone - 329-9888
fax - 324-8705

2017 BALLARD JAZZ WALK SCHEDULE
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FRIDAY, MAY 19 / 2017
NYFA

CONOR BYRNE

LOCK & KEEL

BAD ALBERT’S

5201 Ballard Ave NW 5140 Ballard Ave NW 5144 Ballard Ave NW 5100 Ballard Ave NW

6:30pm
7:00pm
7:30pm

GEORGE COLLIGAN
QUARTET

SALMON BAY
EAGLES UPSTAIRS
5216 20th Ave NW

SALMON BAY
EAGLES

5216 20th Ave NW

THE BALLARD
LANDMARK

Egan’s Ballard
Jam House
1707 NW Market

1514 NW Leary Way 4502 Shilshole Ave NW

GRETA MATASSA
QUINTET

BILL ANSCHELL
QUARTET

TARIK ABOUZIED’S
CLAY GIBERSON HAPPY ORCHESTRA

BILL ANSCHELL
QUARTET

TARIK ABOUZIED’S
HAPPY ORCHESTRA

5433 Leary Ave NW

PEDDLER
BREWING CO.

PONO
RANCH

TABLE & CHAIRS
SHOWCASE

GARY HOBBS
TRIO

with Brad Shepik

8:00pm
8:30pm

MARINA ALBERO
TRIO

GARY HOBBS
TRIO

JAY THOMAS
QUARTET

GAIL PETTIS
QUARTET

9:00pm

QUARTET

with Brad Shepik

ORIGIN UBER
BAND

10:00pm

11:00pm

GAIL PETTIS
QUARTET
JAY THOMAS
QUARTET

MARINA ALBERO
TRIO

GRETA MATASSA
QUINTET

JAY THOMAS
QUARTET
MATT JORGENSEN
+451
until 1:00am

12:30am
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GRETA MATASSA
QUINTET
SPOOKY ACTION

GAIL PETTIS
QUARTET
GAIL PETTIS
QUARTET
FOUNDERS
CIRCLE

DAN BALMER
QUARTET

PHIL PARISOT
QUARTET
TODD BISHOP
GROUP

WAH

ORIGIN UBER
BAND

11:30pm
12:00pm

PHIL PARISOT
QUARTET

MATRIO

9:30pm GEORGE COLLIGAN

10:30pm

FENJA ABRAMS

HAMMOND B3
SOUL REVIEW

HAMMOND B3
SOUL REVIEW

PHIL PARISOT
QUARTET
TODD BISHOP
GROUP

Chase Bank
5511 22nd Ave NW
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NEW YORK FASHION ACADEMY

NW

“The School For People Who Want To Design Clothing”

NW
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WWW.NEWYORKFASHIONACADEMY.COM
NYFA
5201 Ballard Avenue Northwest
Seattle, Washington 98107
(206) 352 - 2636

NW

BALLARD
JAZZ WALK
VENUE MAP

Leary Way

e
Av

NYFA is a licensed Private Postsecondary
Vocational Training School certified by the
Washington State Workforce Training and
Education Coordinating Board.
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Presented by:

Classes in Pattern Design, Fashion Illustration, Sewing and Construction, Fashion History, Fashion Business, Textiles, Principles of
Design
Students may enroll in individual classes or
apply for admission into the academy’s Certificate Program in Fashion Design.
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Io

FASHION DESIGN CLASSES
The New York Fashion Academy offers over
70 classes in fashion design year around.
Professional instruction to industry standard
level’s in all areas of high fashion design.
Small classes, intensive training, personal attention, affordable tuition.

15th Ave NW

Diamond Parking
5511 24th Ave NW

17th Ave NW

Republic Parking
2228 NW Market St

20th Ave NW

Ballard Landmark
5433 Leary Ave NW

Market Street
22nd Ave

U-Park
5601 24th Ave NW
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WHERE TO
PARK!

Shi

NW 46th St.
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Friday, May 19, 6:30pm

1 - NYFA - 5201 Ballard Ave NW
2 - Lock & Keel - 5144 Ballard Ave NW
3 - Conor Byrne Pub - 5140 Ballard Ave NW
4 - Bad Abert’s - 5100 Ballard Ave NW
5 - Salmon Bay Eagles - 5216 20th Ave NW
Eagles Upstairs - 5216 20th Ave NW
6 - The Ballard Landmark - 5433 Leary Ave NW
7 - Egan’s Ballard Jam House - 1707 NW Market
8 - Peddler Brewing Co. - 1514 NW Leary Way
9 - Pono Ranch - 4502 Shilshole Ave NW

- All-Ages venues

A PROUD SUPPORTER OF THE
BALLARD JAZZ FESTIVAL FOR
15 YEARS!
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